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Let I be a countable index set, and let P be a probability measure on C[O, 11’ such that the 
coordinate process satisfies an infinite-dimensional stochastic differential equation dX = 
d Wt b(X, t) dt. In contrast to the finite-dimensional case, the time reversed process 2, = X,_, 1 . 
cannot always be described by a stochastic differential equation dX =d*+ b(X, t) dt; some 
bounds on the interaction are needed. We introduce a condition of locally finite entropy which 
implies such bounds and also smoothness of the conditional densities. This allows us to derive 
an infinite-dimensional analogue of the classical duality equation b + b^ = V log p. It is also shown 
that locally finite entropy holds under some growth and locality conditions on the forward drift 
which are close to the usual conditions for existence and uniqueness of strong solutions. 
infinite-dimensional stochastic differential equation * time reversal of diffusion processes * 
interacting diffusion processes * relative entropy 
1. Introduction 
Consider a diffusion process X, = (Xf)i,r (OS t s 1) of the form 
dX:=dWf+b’(X,, t)dt (i~1) (1.1) 
where I is some countable index set and ( W’)itr is a collection of independent 
Wiener processes. Our purpose is to describe the time-reversed process 
rz, =x,_, (OS tS 1). (1.2) 
In the jnite-dimensional case 111 <CO, and under some regularity assumptions, it is 
well known that the time-reversed process is again governed by a stochastic differen- 
tial equation 
dXf=d$+6’(Xr, t) dt (ie I) (1.3) 
with independent Wiener processes ( I@i)iel, and that the backward drift g= (6’) is 
related to the forward drift b = (b’) by the duality equation 
6(x, 1 - t) + b(x, t) = V log p*(x) (1.4) 
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where p, is the density of X,; cf. Nelson [22], Nagasawa [20], and also Anderson 
[l], Haussmann and Pardoux [ll] for some recent extensions. In the infinite- 
dimensional case \I( = ~0 one would also expect (1.3), and the natural infinite- 
dimensional analogue to (1.4) is 
$‘(x, 1-t)+b’(x, l)=-$logp~(x’]x’(jf i)) (1.5) 
where P:( * ( *) is the conditional density of Xf with respect to the coordinates Xj 
(j # i). 
The problem of describing the structure of the time-reversed process already 
appears in E. Schrodinger’s paper “Uber die Umkehrung der Naturgesetze” where 
he points out “merkwiirdige Analogien zur Quantenmechanik, die mir sehr des 
Hindenkens Wert erscheinen”; cf. [24, p. 1451. These analogies have led to “Stochas- 
tic Mechanics” as developed by E. Nelson and others, and here the duality equation 
(1.4) plays a fundamental role; cf. Nelson [23], Nagasawa [21], Zheng and Meyer 
[26], Carlen [2], Guerra and Morato [lo]. 
But also from a purely probabilistic point of view, time reversal is known to be 
an important tool. Let us mention two classical applications; both have a natural 
counterpart in the infinite-dimensional case. The first concerns the structure of 
invariant measures and goes back to Kolmogorov [14]. Suppose that the process 
admits a reversible equilibrium distribution p. In the finite-dimensional case, (1.5) 
leads to Kolmogorov’s explicit formula 
p(x) = i exp V(x) (1.6) 
for the equilibrium density, with fV V= b. In the infinite-dimensional case, (1.5) 
leads to a formula for the conditional densities of p: 
pi(xil&)=&exp V’(x’\t) forxiERandtER’-{iJ, 
with -$ V’(x’( 5) = Zb’(x’, 5). (1.7) 
This means that p is specified as a Gibbs measure in the sense of Statistical 
Mechanics, and if the process has several reversible equilibria, then we have a phase 
transition, i.e., several measures with the same conditional distributions. This relation 
between Gibbs measures and reversible equilibria has been studied in various 
contexts; see, for example, Doss and Royer [3], Shiga and Shimizu [25], Holley 
and Stroock [12], Fritz [S]. 
But the use of time reversal is not limited to the study of invariant measures. In 
particular, it can be used in transient situations in order to study the possible ways 
of the process ‘out to infinity’. In more technical terms, time reversal may help to 
clarify the structure of the process conditioned to go to a preassigned distribution 
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dimensional example of this kind: a countable collection of independent Brownian 
motions Xf (i E I) (0 s t s 1) conditioned to have a preassigned distribution v on 
R’ at time 1. Here a different kind of phase transition may occur, not related to 
the non-uniqueness of reversible equilibria but to the non-uniqueness of the martin- 
gale problem associated to the stochastic differential equation (1.3). 
In this paper, our main purpose is to give a rigorous derivation of the basic duality 
equations (1.5) in the infinite-dimensional case. The first observation is that the 
description of the time-reversed process by a stochastic differential equation may 
actually be wrong: If the interaction is too strong then the terminal position 
X1 = Cxl)isl may contain so much information that it is possible to reconstruct the 
full trajectory Xi (0~ t s 1) of any given coordinate i E I. This means that after time 
reversal the coordinate processes are no longer semimartingales; in particular they 
do not satisfy a stochastic differential equation of the form (1.3). We illustrate this 
effect in example (3.3). 
The example shows that a rigorous proof of the duality equations in the infinite- 
dimensional case requires some bounds on the interaction. In this paper we are 
going to use bounds in terms of entropy. Consider any Markov process X, = (Xf)i,r 
(0 s t s 1) with continuous coordinate paths, and let P be the resulting distribution 
on C[O, 11’. For a given i E I let P’ be the distribution of the modified process where 
the i-th coordinate performs an independent Brownian motion while the distribution 
of the other coordinates is left unchanged. Our basic assumption is that P has Jinite 
relative entropy with respect to Pi, i.e. 
H(PIP’)= logsdP<a (iE1). 
I 
(1.8) 
This implies that the process is governed by a stochastic differential equation of the 
form (l.l), and that the drift terms satisfy the finite energy condition 
[J 
1 
E b’(X,, t)2dt <CO (iE1). 1 (1.9) 0 
Moreover, they can be identified as stochastic forward derivatives in the sense of 
Nelson [23]: for any i E I and for almost all t E [0, 11, 
b’(X, t)=ljh;E[X:,h-X:j9J (1.10) 
in L’(P). Now, in view of our purpose, the key point is that the finite entropy 
condition (1.8) is essentially invariant under time reversal; see lemma (3.6) for a 
precise statement. But this means that the preceding remarks also apply to the 
time-reversed process 172, (0 s t s 1) and to its distribution i Thus, the time-reversed 
process is governed by a stochastic differential equation of the form (1.3), and the 
drift terms can be calculated as stochastic forward derivatives with respect to B or, 
equivalently, as stochastic backward derivatives with respect to P If this derivation 
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is carried out with the help of ItS’s formula then we obtain the duality equations 
(1.5), including the fact that the successive conditional distributions of the process 
have the right degree of smoothness. No a priori regularity conditions on the drift 
or the distributions of the process are needed, only the finite entropy condition (1.8). 
In Section 4 we show that our basic assumption (1.8) is indeed satisfied for a 
large class of infinite-dimensional diffusion processes which have appeared in the 
literature in connection with Gibbs states for lattice models. 
2. Infinite-dimensional diffusions with locally finite entropy 
Let I be a countable index set, and denote by 
x, = (xf)i,l (0s ts 1) 
the coordinate process on a= (C[O, 11)‘. Let (%l)osrG, be the canonical filtration 
on 0, and let P be a probability measure on (Q 9,). For a given i E I, we are going 
to study the behavior of the stochastic process Xf (0~ t s 1) under P by means of 
a Girsanov transformation: P will be compared to a model Pi where the i-th 
coordinate is decoupled from the others and performs an independent Brownian 
motion. More precisely, we define 
and denote by Pi the probability measure on (0, 9,) which coincides with P on 
9:, and makes Xi - X6 (0 c t 6 1) a Wiener process which is independent of 9’;. 
(2.1) Definition. We say that P has locally finite entropy if, for any i E I, P is 
absolutely continuous with respect to Pi on 9, and satisfies the condition 
dP<co. 
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(2.2) 
If, for t E [0, 11, the analogous condition holds with 9, instead of 8,, we say that 
P has 1ocallyJinite entropy up to time t. 
The following theorem shows that a measure of locally finite entropy can be 
viewed as a weak solution of an infinite-dimensional stochastic differential equation 
dXf=dWi+bfdt (ieI), (2.3) 
where the drift terms satisfy the jinite energy condition (2.5) and the locality condition 
(2.7). 
(2.4) Theorem. If P has locally jinite entropy then there exist adapted processes 
(bf),,ctsl(iE I) with 
E[[:(b:)2ds]<m (iEI) (2.5) 
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such that 
wf=xi-x6- I Iblds (0sts1) 0 (2.6) 
dejines a collection ( Wi)ier of independent Wiener processes. In addition, 
(bi-E[bj19f])2ds COO (iEI). 1 (2.7) 
(2.8) Remarks. (1) (2.6) shows that the coordinates (Xf)0st51 are semimartingales 
under P, and provides the Doob-Meyer-decomposition. In particular, the drift bf(w) 
is uniquely determined, dt x P-almost surely. The finite energy condition (2.5) implies 
that the drift can be calculated as a stochastic forward derivative in the sense of 
Nelson [23]: for almost all t E [0, l] we have 
b:=limiE[X;+,-X:1$,] in L2( P); (2.9) 
cf. [7] for an exact argument. 
(2) Condition (2.7) says that the interaction is local in the following sense: for 
a given i E I, most coordinates j are influenced only mildly by the behavior of the 
i-th coordinate. 
(3) Suppose that (Xt)o~r~l is a Murkov process under P. Then the drift processes 
are of the form 
b:(w) = b’(X,(w), t) (2.10) 
with measurable functions b’( . , -) on R’ x [0, 11. This follows, for example, from 
the calculation (2.9) of drifts as stochastic forward derivatives. 
Proof. (1) For a fixed i E I, Xf -X5 is a Wiener process under Pi. Since P is 
absolutely continuous with respect to P’, there is an adapted process bf (0 =S t s 1) 
such that (2.6) defines a Wiener process with respect to P and (St), and the finite 
entropy condition (2.2) implies that b’ has finite energy in the sense of (2.5); cf. 
[6]. Now take j f i; we have to show that the Wiener process W’ and W’ are 
independent. Choose an optional version of the process 
b:‘= E[bj19:] (OS tcl). 
Under P, 
(2.11) 
f 
wPsxj_x.i_ 
* 1 0 
I 
btds (O< tcl) (2.12) 
0 
is an (sf) -martingale with quadratic variation t, and hence a Wiener process with 
respect to (9:). This implies that W” is also a Wiener process under Pi with respect 
to (St). Since 
dW’=dX’-b’dt=dW”+(b’‘-b’)dt, (2.13) 
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and since W” is independent of X: - X6 (0 G d s 1) under Pi, the covariance process 
( Wj, Wi) satisfies 
( wj, wi) = ( wji, wi) = ( wji, Xi) = 0 P’_a.s., 
hence also P-a.s. But this implies that ( W’)jsr is a collection of independent Wiener 
processes under P 
(2) Take i E I and a finite set J E I - {i}. The stopping times 
~1 (2.14) 
satisfy 
P[sup TJ, = l] = 1 (2.15) 
” 
due to (2.5). Under Pi, the process 
jj.ffZ J 
I 
bf dXj+ C J ‘(b:-b:‘)dW” (Ost~l) (2.16) 0 jeJ 0 
is a local martingale, and (1) shows that its quadratic variation is given by 
(M’),= ‘(b:)‘ds+ C J *(b;-b’)*ds. 0 J jeJ o (2.17) 
By Novikov’s criterion (see, e.g., [13]), 
dPf,=exp(M&:,-$(Mi)T:,)dPi (2.18) 
defines a probability measure Pi on (0, 9,) which is equivalent to Pi. We have 
H(PlP’)=H(PIP;)+E logs 
[ 1 z E[M;; -;(M’).;:]. 
(note that H(PI Pf,) = E[log(dPL/dP)] 3 0 by Jensen’s inequality). But 
and 
T;: 
E [I (bj-bj’) dW_‘;’ = E 0 1 [I 7-5 (bj-bf)*ds , 0 I 
due to (2.6) and (2.13) together with (2.14). This implies 
(2.19) 
Letting first n?co and then JTI -Ii}, we obtain (2.7) in addition to (2.5). 0 
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Let us now establish a converse to theorem (2.4) which will allow us, in Section 
4, to check the condition (2.2) of locally finite entropy for a large class of examples. 
Suppose that, for a given collection of independent Wiener processes W’ (in I), 
the stochastic differential equation 
dX’=dW’+bf(X)dt (~EI) (2.20) 
has a continuous strong solution on some topological state space S c R’. We assume 
that S is defined by a tail condition on the coordinates so that, for x = (xk) and 
y=(yk) in R’, 
XES, yk=xk (kfi) =3 YES (2.21) 
for any I E I. Natural examples are the spaces S = S’(I) or S = L2( y) with some 
finite measure y on I; cf. Section 4. Let us also assume that we have pathwise 
uniqueness in the sense of [19]: 
If X = (Xi)icr and k = (Xi)icr are two strong S-valued 
solutions of equation (2.20) on some stochastic interval 
[0, T] E [0, l] then we have X = _% a.s. on [0, T]. 
We can now state the following 
(2.22) 
(2.23) Theorem. Let P on C([O, 11, S) be the distribution of the unique strong solution 
of (2.20). Assume that P hasjnite energy (2.5) and satisJes the two locality conditions 
(2.7) and 
Pi-a.s. (2.24) 
Then P has locallyjinite entropy. 
Proof. We fix i E I. Assumption (2.21) implies that the measure Pi is again concen- 
trated on C([O, 11, S). Define 6” as in (2.11), 
1 II 
I 
T,=inf t>O (b:)*ds+ C 
0 I 
‘(b{-bf)*ds>n , 
j#i 0 I 
M,s ’ 
I 
bf dXf+ C 
I 
f (6; - 6:‘s’) d wji 
0 J’i 0 
and 
Z, = exp(&, -$Y&,). 
By Novikov’s criterion, dl?, = Z,, dP’ defines a probability measure on C([O, 11, S) 
such that I@= ( %‘tj)j,,, defined by 
6”:~ Wf- ‘(b:-b(‘)I,,<Tnids (j#i) 
I 0 
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and (2.12), is a collection of independent Wiener processes under F,,. Let T? = (_%‘)j.r 
be a strong solution of (2.20) with respect to k= ( %‘j)jGp Since X is a strong 
solution of (2.20) with respect to l@ on [0, T,,], we obtain 
X=X on [0, Tn] Fn-a.s. (2.25) 
by assumption (2.22). This justifies the third equality in 
I 
Z,, log Z, dP’ = log Z, dp,, 
1[1 T” I 
7 
=; b:(X)2 ds + 1 (b:(X) - b:(X))* ds dI?, 
0 j#i 0 1 
=f l [I 
7” 
b:(k)’ ds + C 
I 
rn (b:(z) - b:‘(z))* ds dI?, 
0 j+i 0 1 
s; (b:(z) - b:‘(z))* ds 
I 
dI?, 
1 
=$E [s 1 b:(X)* ds + C (b:‘(X)-bj’(X))2ds <co; (2.26) 0 I j#i 0 I 
the last equality follows from weak uniqueness. (2.26) shows that the martingale Z, 
(n = 1,2, . . .) is uniformly integrable under Pi, and so 2,s lim, Z, satisfies E’[Z,] = 
1. Now define p by dfi=Z, dP’. Under F, (2.6) defines a collection W=( Wi)i,I 
of independent Wiener processes up to each time Tn. But 
&sup T,, = l] = 1 
n 
due to (2.24), and so we get I? = P by weak uniqueness. Moreover, the relative entropy 
H(PIP’)= E[logZ,] 
is given by 
1 
$E (bj-bj’)2ds <co. •i 1 
3. Time reversal 
Let Xf = X,_, (OS t G 1) denote the time reversed coordinate 
(C[O, 11)‘. For any probability measure P on R, the distribution 
under P is given by the time reversal 
?=PoR 
(2.27) 
process on R = 
of Xt (O<t<1) 
of P, where R : iI+ f2 is defined by Xc(w) = X,( R(w)). Now suppose that under P 
the process (X,) is a solution of the stochastic differential equation 
dXf=dWf+b’(X,,t)dt (ic1). (3.1) 
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One might expect that the time reversed process (Xt) is again a solution of a 
stochastic differential equation 
drif=dti’f+6’(X,, t)dt (i~1). (3.2) 
But the following example shows that this is not necessarily so: after time reversal, 
we may have so much information that the semimartingale property of the coordinate 
process Xi (OS t s 1) may be lost. 
(3.3) Example. put I={O}u{(Ic,I)]k, IEN}, b’=Ofor i=Oandb’(x,t)=f,(t)~~(t) 
for i = (k, I), where (QkSN is an orthonormal basis in L*([O, 11). Then the stochastic 
differential equation (3.1) has a unique strong solution, given by 
XT = w, Xlk,” = Wjk,“+ J 
f 
fk(s)X; ds. 
0 
(3.4) 
Let P be the corresponding distribution on (C[O, 11)‘. By the law of large numbers, 
(3.5) 
P-a.s. This shows that the whole path (Xy)OSrsI can be reconstructed, P-a.s., from 
the knowledge of X1. In particular, (Xy),,,,, cannot be a semimartingale under P 
with respect to the canonical filtration (St;). 
Note that all conditions of Theorem (2.23) are satisfied, except for condition 
(2.24). In fact, the coordinates X’ (i # 0) determine P-a.s. a process X0= (Xv) by 
the equations 
Since X0 = X0 P-a.s., X0 is a Brownian motion under P which is adapted to (8). 
Under PO, x7” is also a Brownian motion, but this Brownian motion is now indepen- 
dent of the Brownian motion X0. This implies 
5: I:( 
bjk,“-E[b;lg’)1e])2 ds =y 
J 
‘j-;(s)(X;-X:)‘ds =cc PO-a.s. 
0 
for k= 1, 2,. . . and t E [0, 11; in particular, P” is singular to P By an obvious 
replication, one could modify this example is such a way that each coordinate can 
be reconstructed from the knowledge of XI. 
Example (3.1) violates in particular the condition of locally finite entropy. We 
are now going to show that this condition guarantees that not only (X,) but also 
its time reversal (Xt) is governed by a stochastic differential equation. The idea is 
to show, first, that the property of locally finite entropy is essentially conserved 
under time reversal, and then to apply Theorem (2.4). 
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Already the simplest case (]I] = 1 and P = Wiener measure) shows that @ may 
not have locally finite entropy on [0, 11. But we can show: 
(3.6) Lemma. If P has locally jinite entropy then, for any 6 < 1, the time reversal @ 
has locally jnite entropy up to time t. 
Proof. For a fixed i E I we have 
H(~~P’~R)=H(P~P’)<co. 
Under Pi 0 R, the process 
&-xf-xf (0s ts 1) 
(3.7) 
is a Brownian motion, started off with initial distribution N(0, l), conditioned to 
go to 0, and independent of a(Xi, Xc; 0~ t c 1,j # i). This means that 
g’ILBf_B;_ -dds=Xf-Xb- Lds (OS t<l) (3.8) 
is a Wiener process under Pi 0 R, and with respect to the filtration 
afva(x;) (0sts1) (3.9) 
where tif = 9, v (T(X:; s < t). (3.7) implies that there is a process (a:), adapted to 
the filtration in (3.9) and satisfying 
1 
B 
[S 1 afds <CO, 0 
such that 
~~L~~_ ’ 
I 
afds (Ostsl) (3.10) 
0 
is a Wiener process under 3 and with respect to (3.9), cf. [6]. Now take an optional 
version of the process 
cfzs a’,+ 
[ 
xi-xi 
1 & (0sts1). 
1-t I 1 
Since 
s~pE[(X;-Xf)~]=supE[(X:-X~)~]~2 l+E 
f I 
( [r,‘@:)‘d+m 
by (2.5) and (2.6), we have 
E[/;(c:)‘ds]<m (Ostcl). 
(3.8) and (3.10) imply that 
I 
I 
w;_xf-x;- cfds (Ostsl) 
0 
(3.11) 
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is a Wiener process with respect to p and (a:). Let us now fix t < 1. (3.11) shows 
that, for fi-almost all 17 = (~j)~~~,~~.~~~, the conditional distribution @: of Xi -X6 
(0 c s G t) given St, viewed as a measure on C[O, t], is absolutely continuous with 
respect to Wiener measure Qt on C[O, t], with density 
exp[[:c:dX:-$jO’(ci)‘ds] 
and relative entropy 
H(p;[Q,)=[ [I,:(c:)‘ds]d@:: 
cf. [18, Theorem 7.6, (7.30)]. Thus, 
=&@:IQ,)]=~ [I: (c:)‘ds] <co. 0 
Let P be a probability measure with locally finite entropy. By (2.4) and (3.6), the 
process (X,) satisfies the stochastic differential equations 
dXf=dW;+b;dt (~EI), (3.12) 
dXf=di@‘:+b^;dt (i~1) (3.13) 
under P resp. @. The drift processes (bf) satisfy conditions (2.5) and (2.7), and the 
dual drift processes (6:) satisfy the analogous conditions up to time t, for each t < 1. 
Now let p, denote the distribution of X, under P, and let p:( * 16) denote the 
conditional distribution of Xi, under p,, given the outside configuration 5 = (x~)~+~ 
at time t. Since Xi has an absolutely continuous distribution under Pi[. 1 (Xj),,, = ,_$I, 
it is clear from (2.2) that /I:(. 16) is in fact absolutely continuous with some 
conditional density function pf(x’ I [), at least for pu,-almost all outside configurations 
5. The following theorem shows that pi(. 16) is in fact almost everywhere differenti- 
able, and states an infinite-dimensional analogue to the classical duality equation 
which relates the densities of a diffusion process to its forward and its backward drift. 
(3.14) Theorem. Let P be a probability measure of locally finite entropy. For any i E I, 
for almost all t E [0, l] and for pcL,-almost all 5, the conditional density pf( .I&) is an 
absolutely continuous function, and its derivative is given by 
--$j(x’~~)=p;(x’~~)E[b:fb^;-z~RIX,=(xi,~)], 
for almost all xi E R’. 
(3.15) 
(3.16) Remark. In the Markovian case (2.10), (3.15) reduces to the duality equation 
~~l(x’l5)=p:(x’lS)(b’(x, t)+t’(x, l-t)) (3.17) 
for pu,-almost all x = (xi, 5). 
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Proof of (3.14). Let us fix i E I. By Theorem (2.4) and Lemma (3.6) we have 
E[ j.; (b:)‘ds] (3.18) 
and 
a[J0’o(&)2ds]<m foranyt,E(O,l). (3.19) 
It is easy to see that these two conditions imply, for almost all t E (0, l), 
lpll 
- i 
I 
bj ds = b: in L’(P) (3.20) 
t-h 
and 
pnl 
+ I 
I-rth 
gfds=&, inL’(@); (3.21) 
1--I 
cf. [7] for an exact argument. 
From now on we fix such a t E (0,l). Take functions f~ C”(R’) and g E Cm(@) 
with compact support, where J is a finite subset of I not containing i. Putting 
G((x’, 5)) =f(x’)g(x’), we compute, using It6’s formula, 
I--f+h 
-k g:. ds G(X,_,) 
1-t 1 
= -&x,-t+, -X,-,)G(X,-,)I = E[(X’;-Xi-h)G(Xt)l 
= E wi,- WI_,,+ (G(Xt-d + G(X) - G(X,-h)) 
1 * 
=E b: ds G(X,_,) 
t-h 1 K + E wf - I’& + 
I 
’ + c GJX,) d W;+ (b;G,,(X,)+fG,;,(X,) ds 
jeJu(i} t-h f-h > 1 
I 
=E b: ds G(X,_,) 
f-h 1 [I 
f 
+ E Gxi(Xs) ds 
+ c. 
jcJu{i) 
t-h 1 
(bjG,I(X,)+~G,;I(X,)) ds 1 
+ E[ I,‘, b: ds( I,‘, G,,(X) dWj+ I,‘, b!G,,(X,) +$G,;I(X,) ds)]) 
1 [I 
* 
=E bf ds G(Xr-h) + E Gxl(X,) ds + o( h). 
t-h 1 
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In the last step we have used Cauchy-Schwarz’ inequality together with (3.18); note, 
e.g., that 
I [ 
E (Wf- W;_,) 
I 
’ (bJ,G,,(X,)+$G,j,,(X,)) ds 
t-h II f 
(b:G,,(X,)+$G,l,(X,))2ds 
, o R + b%-(X:)g(X:)l. (3.22) 
\ L.‘-h 
Using (3.20) and (3.21) we obtain 
-E[f’(Xf)g(X:)] = E[(6f 
This implies 
f I- 
- J f(x’)pf(x’l[) dx'= j f(x’)E[b:+bf_,o R]X,=(x’,[)]pf(x’1[)]dx 
for p.,-almost all outside configurations .$ = (~j)~+~ We can now conclude that for 
PI-almost all 5 the distributional derivative of p:(. 15) is in fact a function, and that 
it is given by the right side of (3.15). q 
(3.23) Remarks. Consider the time homogeneous Markovian case, with bf(w) = 
b’(X,(o)), and suppose that the distribution + of X, under P does not depend on t. 
(1) If the invariant measure p is reversible in the sense that P = @, and if the 
finite energy condition (2.5) is satisfied, then the proof of Theorem (3.14) shows 
that p is a Gibbs measure with respect to (b’), i.e., 
--$logp’(x’]~)=2b’(x’~~) 
for p-almost all x = (xi, 5). 
(3.24) 
(2) If P has locally finite entropy then (3.17) shows that the invariant measure 
p is a Gibbs measure with respect to (i(bi + g’)), i.e., 
slogp’(x’l[)= b’(x’)t)+6’(x’\[). (3.25) 
In particular, p is a Gibbs measure with respect to (b’) if and only if b’ = 6’, i.e., 
A 
if and only if P and P are both governed by the same stochastic differential equation. 
This is equivalent to reversibility if the martingale problem associated to (3.12) has 
a unique weak solution on some suitable state space SE R’, and if p is concentrated 
on S. Fukushima and Stroock [9] use a similar argument in terms of Dirichlet spaces. 
For a general invariant measure p, (3.25) shows that any locality properties of the 
conditional densities pi(xil .) depend on the locality properties both of b’ and 6’. 
Suppose, for example, that b’(x) has the spatial Markov property 
xi=yj (jE N(i)) + b’(x)= b’(y) (3.26) 
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where N(i) is some finite neighborhood of i. Then p is a Markov field if and only 
if also g’(x) has a spatial Markov property of the form (3.26). Let us also note that, 
in any case, we have locality in the extended sense of (2.7), both in the forward 
and in the backward direction. 
The duality equations (3.17) are important not only in the analysis of the invariant 
measures of the process. The classical duality theory of Markov processes shows 
that they are also an efficient tool in analyzing transient phenomena, e.g., the 
convergence of the process to its Martin boundary. We illustrate this point by the 
following infinite-dimensional 
(3.27) Example. Let X, (0~ t s 1) be a collection of independent Brownian motions, 
i.e., P is the countable product fl, Pi of Wiener measures Pi on C[O, 11. For any 
z = (zi) E R”, consider the measure 
P’=fl pf’ (3.28) 
i 
where Pf’ denotes the distribution of a Brownian bridge from 0 to zi. R” may be 
viewed as a space-time Martin boundary in the sense of [4,5]. In fact 
, 
p”= 
J 
P’v(dz) 
Rrn 
(3.29) 
provides the integral representation for the class of all probability measures on 
C[O, 11’ with given conditional distributions P[ .I X, (s c t G I)] (0 < t S l), and R” 
parametrizes the set of its extremal points. Other than in classical duality theory 
which relies on the existence of a reference measure (cf., for example, Dynkin [4]), 
the measures P” are in general not absolutely continuous with respect to P on St 
(OS t < 1). In particular, P” cannot be described as an h-path process as in [4,5], 
where the space-time-harmonic function h(x, t) is given by the successive Radon- 
Nikodym-densities 
dP” 
- 
dP s=I 
= h(X,, t). 
Nevertheless time reversal allows us to describe the behaviour of (X,) under P”, 
not as an h-path process, but as the solution of an infinite-dimensional stochastic 
differential equation. In fact, P” may be viewed as the time reversal of 
I;v= J E;‘v(dz) Rrn (3.30) 
with PZ = ni Pr’, where Pf’ is the distribution of a Brownian bridge from zi to 0. 
Under P”, (X,) satisfies the stochastic differential equations 
dX;=d$‘;- sdt (iE1). (3.31) 
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If v satisfies j (xi)2 dv < cc (i E I) then it is easy to check that P” and @’ have locally 
finite entropy up to each time t < 1. Thus, (3.14) implies the following 
(3.32) Proposition. Under P”, the process (X,) satisjies the stochastic diferential 
equation 
dXf=dWi+b%‘(X,, t)dt (iEI) 
with 
b+(x, t)=;+f$logp:..i(xi/xj(j#i)), 
where p:‘( * 1. ) is the conditional density of X’, with respect to Xi (j # i). 
(3.33) 
(3.34) 
(3.35) Remark. Suppose that we have a phase transition in the following sense: 
There are different measures v which induce the same conditional densities pl”‘(. 1 a). 
Then the corresponding measures P” are all governed by the same stochastic 
differential equation (3.33). A phase transition of this kind thus implies the non- 
uniqueness of the martingale problem associated to (3.33). In order to illustrate this 
last remark let us consider the class of measures 
v = cu(dm) n N(m, 1) 
I 
(3.36) 
where LY is a probability measure on R’ with finite second moment. All these 
measures have the same conditional distributions 
Vi(+)= N(Z, 1) 
where Z=limnrm(l/n)C~=i xi is defined v-a.s. (3.30) shows that the distribution 
of X, under P” is given by 
/.L; = 
I 
a(dm) n N(mt, t) 
I 
so that 
&(.jx)=N(Z,t) (0sts1). 
Thus (3.34) implies 
bY,i(x, t)=: (iel,O<t<l). 
This shows that all measures P” with (3.36) have the same stochastic differential 
equation 
- 
dXi=dW:+$dt (iE1). (3.37) 
It is clear that this equation has infinitely many solutions: For any m E R’, it is 
solved by independent Brownian motions with drift m. 
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4. A class of examples from Statistical Mechanics 
In this section we show that the condition of locally finite entropy is satisfied for 
a class of interacting diffusion processes which has been studied in connection with 
Statistical Mechanics. 
The state space will be S = L2( y) s R’ where y is some finite measure on I. For 
each i E I let 6’ be a function on L2( y) which is locally Lipschitz continuous in 
each coordinate. We assume the following conditions: 
L:= sup lb’(O)1 <co, (4.1) 
(4.2) There is a constant K such that 
(xi -y’)(b’(x) - b’(y)) < K(x’-y’)’ 
foriEIandx,yESwithxj=yj(j#i). 
(4.3) There exists a linear map C = (C,) : L’(y) + L’(y), C, 2 0, with norm 11 C II< a 
(i.e., 1 i -yiC, G 11 C 11 rj for all j E I) such that 
(b’(x)- bi(y))2sj;r C,(x’-yj)’ 
for iE1 and x, YES with xi=yi. 
As shown by Shiga and Shimizu [25], these conditions imply that the stochastic 
differential equation 
dXf=dWf+b’(X,)dt (iEI) (4.4) 
has a unique strong solution on S; see also Doss and Royer [3], Leha and Ritter 
[ 16, 171 for related results. The proof shows that we have also pathwise uniqueness 
in the sense of (2.22). 
From now on we also assume that 
Ibi(x)l~Li(l+IIxIIp) (iEI) (4.5) 
for some p Z= 1. Then the process has locally finite entropy for any fixed initial point 
X,,E S. More generally, let P be the distribution of the process (4.4) started off with 
some initial distribution p,, on S. 
(4.6) Theorem. If j IIx112P&dx) < 00 then P has locally jinite entropy. 
Proof. (1) Let us first check the finite energy condition (2.5). In view of (4.5) it is 
enough to verify 
sup ElXll’“1-. 
O-St=1 
(4.7) 
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The process Y, := ]1X,112 (0~ t s 1) satisfies the stochastic equation 
Xi dX;+ t 1 
and has quadratic variation 
(Y)t=4Cyf ‘(X:)‘ds. 
i I 0 
Applying It6’s formula pathwise we get 
Yf = yg+p Yf-‘dY,++p(p-1) Y:-’ d(Y), 
hence 
and 
I]X,J2’= l~Xo~~2p+p~ yi 
I 
or llXs]12(p-1)(2Xj dXf+ds) 
+$(p- 1) ]]XSl]2’p-2)4; rf(X:)‘ds 
~[IIXl12pl~ J3llXoll’“1+~ C ‘yi 
i I 
’ E[llXll 2(p-1)(2Xfbb + l)] ds 
0 
+$p(p-1) ‘E[~]XS~12LpP1)]4max yjds. 
I 0 i 
Now use the estimate 
x%‘(x) S L-t (K +$(x’)‘+c C,(xj)’ 
which is implied by (4.2) and (4.3); cf. [25]. This leads to an inequality of the form 
E[](X,]~2P]~E[I/X0]~2p]+const 2(P--19 ds 
hence to (4.7) by Gronwall’s lemma. 
(2) In order to check the locality conditions (2.7) and (2.24), note first that (4.3) 
implies 
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for any probability measure v on R’ and all x = (xi, 5) E S, j # i, yi E R’. Now take 
v(dy’) = P[X: E dy’l S:]. Integration with respect to P leads to 
E[(b’(X,)-b:)z]<4C,E[(Xf)2], 
integration with respect to Pi to 
E’[(b’(X,)-b~)2]~2C,E’[(Xf)2+E[(X;)219j]] 
=2C,(Ei[(Xf)2]+E[(X:)2]) 
(recall that P’ and P coincide on Fi). Together with (4.7) and 
Ei[(Xf)2]sE[(X;)2]+t, 
these two estimates imply the two locality conditions (2.7) and (2.24). 0 
(4.8) Remarks. (1) Suppose that 6 is given by a pair potential, i.e., 
(4.9) 
where 4i and & satisfy assumption [C’] of [25]. Then b fulfills conditions (4.1)- 
(4.3); cf. Theorem 4.2 of [25]. It is easily checked that (4.5) is satisfied as well if 
I+!] is of polynomial growth. 
(2) Let B = (B,) be a real-valued matrix with 11 B II< CO, i.e., 1 i yiB, s I( B II yj (j E I). 
Then the linear driji b(x) = Bx satisfies (4.1)-(4.3) and also (4.5). Suppose that pLg 
is a Gaussian distribution on S. Then the solution of the stochastic differential 
equation (4.4) is the Gaussian process given by 
I 
I 
X, = eBtX,,+ eB(f-s) d W,. (4.10) 
0 
In this case, (3.17) implies that the backward drift b^ is given by 
6’(x, 1 -t) = -(Bx)‘+(Af(x)-x’)/u; (4.11) 
with A:(x) = E,,[x’I 51 an d a: = Ew,[(xi - A:(x))~]. If the Gaussian field j.~, satisfies 
condition (11.1.1) of [15] then (4.11) reduces to 
$(x,1-t)=-Bx+Z;‘(m,-x) (4.12) 
where m, is the mean vector and 2, is the covariance matrix of pu,; cf. [15, Lemma 
11.1.61. 
(3) Suppose B, = ci-j (i, j E z); where ck = 0 except for finitely many k and 
c,,, lckl< -co. Let pLg be a centered Gaussian measure with covariance matrix 
x$ = dli-jI, ~~=‘=, ldkl < 00. Then (4.10) allows to compute 
2 
f 
= e(B+BT)~~O_ (B + B’)-‘(I _ e-(a+BT)t). (4.13) 
In this case we can verify, using [15, Lemma 11.1.61, that (4.11) reduces to (4.12). 
For the special choice x0= -(B + BT)-’ the distribution pcLo is invariant, and the 
backward drift is given by BTx. 
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